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ABSTRACT
Here we illustrate and explain the full checkout back-end process that occurs
when a customer (the buyer) purchases a Bitcoin (BTC) Paper Wallet from the
delivery.crypto.farm server (the seller). It is designed such that once the
Bitcoin has been successfully delivered to the customer, our company does not
keep any record or physical trace of the private keys on the printed Paper
Wallet, hence the customer purchaser truly is the only one who owns the final
asset. They have nothing to worry about for long-term investment storage of
the product – even if our company gets “hacked”, their BTC is safe and sound.
If their Paper Wallet is lost however, so will be the printed BTC value with
absolutely no way of recovery. The entire process is done on an isolated coldstorage environment that has never touched the internet, so the chances of a
data breach or information leak are eliminated. From initial order through to
physical delivery we show this process. We then present and comment on the
cryptocurrency security standard adhered to during the process.
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.1.0 Process Overview
First we define the Printing Schedule, which is used to determine the Paper
Wallet loaded value to be delivered to the customer. For example, on a $10,000
CAD order, we load 90%, and the result is a guaranteed delivery of $9,000
worth of BTC at the exact market rate (we don’t change any extra exchange
fees). We display the Printed Amount instantly on the Paper Wallet GUI
(graphical user interface), so the customer knows exactly how much BTC they
will be receiving from their order. See Figure 1. This schedule is subject to
change:

Figure 1: BTC Printing Schedule 2020 release on delivery.crypto.farm server

Once the fiat order amount is determined, the customer can proceed to payment
through our processing parter PayPal Canada (they support billing in many
local currencies). Customer can choose many options to pay such as VISA and
direct Bank account debit, as facilitated by PayPal. We require all PayPal
orders to have a verified email and shipping address, hence to further
strengthening the order delivery legitimacy and a verified email as to have
direct contact with the customer on a known inbox they can open. We proceed to
Sec.2 which outlines the printing process and environment.

2.0 Cold-storage Printing
Once customer order funds are confirmed, we begin to manufacture and print
their Paper Wallet. We use the most recent copy of Bitcoin Core [1] installed
on a formatted Linux machine operating system (OS) of Ubuntu 18.04LTS [2] that
has never touched the internet. Figure 2 below outlines the working isolated
environment:
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Figure 2: Isolated cold-storage printing environment

Here it can be seen that the actions of generating the public and private key
that are printed on the customers Paper Wallet, are done from a totally secure
offline environment. Each Paper Wallet gets a unique wallet.dat file and set
of keys for printing. Once printed we only record the public address, as that
will be used as shown in Sec.3. for delivering the BTC. Once printed the
wallet.dat file is deleted with at least a triple-pass scrubbing technique,
and hence there is now no physical trace of the private keys on the HDD except
now hidden inside the printed Paper Wallet for the customer.

3.0 Delivery Confirmation
We then ship the newly printed Paper Wallet to the customers verified Shipping
Details as collected by PayPal during the checkout process. Once the customer
has received the wallet in had at their address, there is final instructions
included. We ask that they email us from the same verified email as used
during checkout, and let us know that they have received the Paper Wallet in
good condition. Final step is to then load the real BTC from our company
holdings BTC wallet to their public key. This way we are never shipping a
loaded Paper Wallet, incase the mail gets lost or stolen, there would be no
BTC lost during a failed delivery attempt. Figure 3 illustrates this:
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Figure 3: Delivery procedure with customer confirmation logic

Once we get delivery confirmation from the customer, we send a confirmation
email showing the complete transfer transaction proof, letting them know they
now have their BTC successfully delivered and the only copy of the private
key. Customers can then check there public address balance using the following
free smartphone apps, by scanning the public address QR code on the open side
of the Paper Wallet, and see that they indeed have their Bitcoin now in hand
on the Paper Wallet. The order process is now complete and delivery is
successful, customer has only copy of the private key.

On Android PlayStore:
“Wealth Check – Bitcoin Wallet Balance and History” by Juraj Kusnier
and on iOS Apple Store:
“Bitcoin Monitor – Market Check” by Leszek Szary

4.0 Delivery Security Standard
We follow with best practices the Cryptocurrency Security Standard (CCSS) to a
Level 1 protocol [3]. Here in Figure 4 below, the standard security matrix is
presented with relative comments to the CryptoDelivery process:
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Figure 4: CCSS compliance matrix of Level 1 standard used during CryptoDelivery process
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5.0 Conclusion
The delivery process is a robust method that protects both the product asset
printing supplier (i.e. Crypto Farm Corp. – the seller) and the global
customer individual (the buyer). There is no chance of any funds being lost by
either party during the delivery process, and most importantly all liability
is transferred to the product customer once delivered, as they are the only
party who has a copy of the asset private key, and are the true owners of the
Bitcoin delivery product. Which is a win-win for everyone, and a great
decentralized secure way of doing business.
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